
PGHW: Self-contained,
gasoline-powered, hot
water pressure washer
with compact footprint

VNG: Our extensive line of natural gas- and LP-
heated hot water pressure washers offer multi-
gun operation with remote stations, ideal for
wash rack cleaning.

SLX: The industry’s biggest and only portable hot
water pressure washer that delivers 200°F water
at a rate of up to 10 GPM, plus supports a 2-gun
operation. The 3 models of the extra-rugged, skid-
mounted SLX are powered by gasoline or diesel
and feature the Landa Pump with 7-year warranty.
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Meet Landa’s Top 4 Choices for Tackling Your Toughest Cleaning Jobs!

High-Pressure Cleaning Solutions for

CONSTRUCTION
■ Heavy Equipment
■  Road Paving
■  Flatwork Clean-Up
■  Tilt Wall

■  Bridge Work
■  Cement Plant
■  Aggregate Cleaning
■  Restoration Work

Tens of thousands of satisfied customers have
discovered Landa has the right pressure washer  for
the construction market, including...

30+ Places a Pressure
Washer Will Save You Time,
Money, Labor and Water
1. Bulldozers
2. Cranes
3. Tracked equipment
4. Trenchers
5. Trash containers
6. Drains and pipes
7. Rock Haulers
8. Cement mixers

9. Backhoes
10. Fences
11. Cooling towers
12. Air handlers
13. Kilns
14. Driveways
15. Brick mfg
16. Paint preparation

17. Parking lots
18. Concrete forms
19. Machinery
20. Holding tanks
21. Floors
22. Safety equipment

23. Forklifts
24. Radiators
25. Front-end loaders
26. Cargo holds
27. Land movers
28. Drilling equipment

29. Asphalt equipment
30. Scaffolding
31. Hole boring
32. Landscaping
33. Hydraulic leak

detection

Landa’s 125+ hot- and cold-water models
can match every cleaning job.

PHWS: Since 1980, Landa’s
most popular electric-powered,

diesel-heated, portable,
hot water pressure washer
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High-Pressure Cleaning Solutions for

CONSTRUCTION
Nothing cleans faster, better and easier than a Landa
pressure washer. Surprisingly, pressure washers also conserve
water, using only a fraction of the water that is typically used when
cleaning with a garden hose. Selecting a power washer is like
painting—the bigger the brush, the faster
you get the job done. Pressure (PSI)
determines the width of the spray.
High water volume (GPM) cleans
more effectively. Both high
PSI and GPM deliver an
ideal knock out punch.

WHY hot water cleans faster and better
It’s a fact as obvious and elementary as

washing dishes in the kitchen sink: hot water
cleans faster and better than cold.

How? Higher temperatures cause water
molecules to collide with each other creating
energy that in turn causes grease and grime
to break free from the surface to which they’re
attached.

Hot water power washing, with water tem-
peratures up to 200°F, also produces a sani-

tizing advantage especially important to the
medical and food industries.

Over the years, it has been determined that
heat isn’t the only element of cleaning that can
impact effectiveness. Agitation (water volume
and pressure) and soap are also crucial.

Hot water pressure washers bring together
a perfect balance of water agitation (GPM and
PSI), heat-friendly detergents and heated
water to create the ideal cleaning machine. 

HOW accessories help you
clean even faster and better

• Walk-behind, flat-
surface cleaner 
‘mows’ grime

• Wand extensions of
up to 24 ft. high

• Hot water heaters

Landa offers a broad selection of accessories
designed to give a turbo-boost to your cleaning:

Landa has an extensive line of
detergents formulated specifically
for use with pressure washers in
cleaning heavy equipment and
construction-related
machinery.

Landa’s high-pressure
cleaning equipment is
backed by a network of

more than 200
authorized sales
and service cen-
ters, trained to
provide complete

needs analysis,
operator instructions 
and service support  

WHERE to get support

Rotary noz-
zles clean
deep like a
0° nozzle
but fast like
a 25° nozzle

Water Jet attaches 
to a pressure 

washer...

...and ‘mows’ 
dirt and grime fast! 
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